SUSPECTS is a web-based server which combines annotation and sequence based approaches to prioritize disease candidate genes in large regions of interest. It uses multiple lines of evidence to rank genes quickly and effectively while limiting the effect of annotation bias to significantly improve performance. 
Introduction
When searching for the genetic basis of disease the regions of interest identified through complex-trait linkage studies regularly exceed 30 centimorgans in size and can contain hundreds of genes (McCarthy et al. 2003) . Existing tools to help researchers to prioritize candidates for further study can be separated into two distinct classes; those based on functional annotation (Perez-Iratxeta et al. 2002; Freudenberg et al. 2002; Van Driel et al. 2003; Turner et al. 2003; Tiffin et al. 2005 ) and those based on sequence features (Adie et al. 2005; Lopez-Bigas et al. 2004) .
Methods based on functional annotation can suffer from annotation bias as they are unable to deal with genes lacking sufficiently detailed annotation. Sequence based methods make use of intrinsic characteristics of genes like length, homology to genes in other species and base composition. As these characteristics can be readily computed from sequence they avoid the problem of annotation bias. However, sequence based methods prioritize genes on the basis of their potential for involvement in disease in general rather than involvement in the specific disease of interest to the user.
SUSPECTS is a novel, consolidated approach that combines the increased precision of annotation based methods with the better recall of sequence based methods, avoiding the problems outlined above. Given a set of existing candidate genes for a particular complex or oligogenic disease, it effectively automates further candidate gene selection from large regions on the principle that genes involved in that disease will tend to share the same or similar annotation, reflecting common biological pathways.
Prioritizing candidates with SUSPECTS
Users of SUSPECTS can enter a region of interest by specifying flanking markers, chromosomal coordinates or bands. Alternatively, the software will examine a region of interest automatically centred on a single marker.
Users then enter the name of the disease to be considered; the software will automatically retrieve genes implicated in that disorder from OMIM (Hamosh et al. 2002) , HGMD (Cooper et al. 1998 ) and GAD (Becker et al. 2004) . Alternatively users can manually enter a list of genes thought to be involved in pathogenesis of the disease. These genes are known as the "training set". Each positional candidate gene is then scored automatically (see Methodology). Higher scores represent better candidates. The user is presented with a graphical overview of the region of interest (see Figure 1) . The graphical overview is a hyperlinked image map that can be used to obtain more detailed information about each candidate gene and the reasoning behind its score. The list of candidate genes ranked by score is presented as a table underneath the graphical overview.
Figure 1 Graphical overview of results produced by SUSPECTS
SUSPECTS presents the user with a graphical overview of the region of interest. Each gene in the region is represented as a coloured 3D shape. The height, width and colour of these shapes represent the score, number of lines of evidence contributing to that score and literature based relevance of the gene respectively. Literature based relevance is determined by searching PubMed (shapes are blue if the gene that they represent are mentioned in abstracts containing the name of the disease under study and orange otherwise). Each shape is a hyperlink to more detailed information about that gene further down the results page.
Methodology
Each gene in the region of interest is scored on its suitability as a candidate for further study based on four lines of evidence; firstly by Prospectr (Adie et al. 2005 ) on the basis of its sequence features, secondly by the extent of coexpression with the training set based on GNF expression data (Su et al. 2002) , thirdly by the number of rare (found in < 5% of all proteins) Interpro domains shared with the training set and finally by the level of semantic similarity (Lord et al. 2003 ) that the GO terms assigned to it share with the GO terms assigned to genes in the training set.
The four scores are then combined. Each score is weighted depending on the amount of information available for each line of evidence. If little or no information is available then the importance of that score is decreased accordingly. This ensures that the scores of genes which lack sufficiently detailed GO terms or expression profiles do not suffer from annotation bias. The final score ranges from 0 to 100 where 100 represents a perfect match between the candidate gene and all genes in the training set.
Comparative Performance
Approaches based on functional annotation rely on good quality information being available for each possible candidate gene. Conversely, SUSPECTS is able to prioritize all genes including those which lack detailed GO, domain or expression data, although when available those lines of evidence contribute favourably to overall performance.
The performance of SUSPECTS was tested with a set of oligogenic and complex disorders including Alzheimer's disease, hypertension, autism and systemic lupus erythematosus. The set is derived from that used by Turner et al. to test POCUS, an annotation based classifier (Turner et al. 2003) .
At least three implicated genes for each disease were available. For each implicated gene, a region of interest was created containing the implicated gene itself (the "target gene") and every gene within 7.5Mb on either side. On average each region of interest contained 155 genes. An associated training set was then created containing the remaining implicated genes for each disorder.
We first ranked each region of interest using a classifier based on sequence features alone (Prospectr). On average the target gene was in the top 31.23% of the resulting ranked lists of candidates and in the top 5% of those lists 20 times out of 155 (13%).
In comparison, on average the target gene was in the top 12.93% of the ranked list from SUSPECTS, which took both the region of interest and the training set as input in each case. The target gene was in the top 5% of the ranked list 87 times out of 155 (56%). The test results for both the sequence features classifier and SUSPECTS have been made available as supplementary material.
In conclusion, SUSPECTS significantly improves on the performance of candidate prioritization methods which use annotation or sequence data alone and is of value to researchers faced with large regions of interest. It is fast, easy to use and freely available on the World Wide Web at http://www.genetics.med.ed.ac.uk/suspects/.
